FOCUS
The Chemical Health Committee provides input for service development or enhancement relevant to adults who have serious alcohol or drug abuse problems and who seek treatment, or for whom treatment is being sought, and family or significant others who have been affected by the problems of chemical dependency. We help to evaluate gaps in services and are part of developing creative solutions.

Roles and Responsibilities are:
• To make legislative recommendations on chemical health issues and participate in legislative advocacy,
• To make specific recommendations relating to the development/modification of the service delivery system,
• To plan and administer training events and
• To perform special assignments from the County and the Ramsey County Board of Commissioners.

This Experience Offers the Opportunity to:
• Be an active participant in county government,
• Participate in the legislative process to affect positive change,
• Access a wide variety of community resources and people,
• Put your interests and expertise toward a worthy cause and
• Learn about local county government and social services.

WHY JOIN?
Consider joining if you live and/or work in Ramsey County and if you:
• Have a genuine concern and compassion for people,
• Desire to impact the services we provide to achieve positive outcomes and
• Have a passion for ensuring that the community has the resources and services they need.

You will have the opportunity to meet others with similar interests and a passion to help others, be part of social change and learn about Social Services at Ramsey County.

MEETING SCHEDULE
Second Wednesday of each month | 12 p.m. – 1:30 p.m.
402 University Avenue East
1st Floor Conference Room
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55130

Please contact us if you are interested in more information, attending, joining, or sharing a community perspective aligned with our focus.